EXTENDED PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
BridgeClimb Summit

Experience the breathtaking 360-degree panoramic views of Sydney, whilst scaling the iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge on BridgeClimb’s original Climb experience. Feel on top of the world as you journey along the
upper arch to the peak of an Australian icon, soaking in the stories from your expert Climb Leader and the
sights of the Harbour and the City skyline that surround you.
The Journey:
Quick Climb Facts:
• 3 hours long
• Max. 14 people per Climb group
• 1,332 steps
• BridgeClimb’s signature experience
• This Climb route takes you along the upper arch of the Bridge
• You can do this Climb at Dawn (limited departures), Day, Twilight or Night
• Prince Harry and Oprah have climbed

BridgeClimb Summit Insider

Step-by-step (1,002 to be exact!) you’ll journey through the heart of the Bridge, a cathedral of steel, before
bursting through to the Summit. As you ascend the lower arch you’ll be surrounded by giant riveted beams
and the hustle and bustle of the traffic below, enabling you to appreciate the beauty in the Bridge’s construction, and enjoy the 360-degree views that surround you.
This Climb allows you to get up close and personal with the Bridge and experience a unique inside perspective. The breathtaking views you’ll experience along the way will live long in your memory, as will the
stories from your expert Climb Leader.
The Journey
Quick Climb Facts:
2.5 hours long
Max. 14 people per Climb group
1,002 steps and no ladders
This Climb route takes you along the lower arch of the Bridge
This is a faster and more energetic Climb
Derek Zoolander and Matt Damon have climbed
reviously known as the Express Climb

BridgeClimb Burrawa

An Indigenous storytelling experience
BridgeClimb invites Climbers to uncover stories that span thousands of years to the present day. Become
immersed in Sydney’s Aboriginal history, and 360-degree views, as our Indigenous Storyteller takes you on
a journey both back in time, and to the top of the iconic Harbour Bridge.
This unique Climb experience offers an unrivalled view of the Indigenous landmarks around Sydney Harbour including Bennelong and Barangaroo, while hearing the stories of Australia’s First Nations people.
Climbers will be encouraged to experience the iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge and its view from an Aboriginal perspective; looking down on the shores where Patyegarang taught William Dawes the language of
Sydney; and learning the origins of the familiar place names that circle the water’s edge, Bennelong Point
and Barangaroo.
Quick Climb Facts:
• 3 hours long
• Max. 14 people per Climb group
• 1,332 steps
• Summit Climb route
• Indigenous history commentary and music
• Includes a $10 donation to our charity partner - Tribal Warrior
• Runs the last Saturday of each month with Climb times departing twice a day at 9-10am and 2-3pm.

BridgeClimb Ultimate

Going where no Climb has gone before, BridgeClimb Ultimate is the most adventurous Climb experience in
BridgeClimb’s history. The first of its kind allowing Climbers to conquer the entire breadth of the legendary
“Coat hanger” from South to North, and back again, whilst witnessing the best views of Sydney from all
angles.
The Ultimate Climb promises an unbeatable adventure and a sense of achievement for first-time Climbers
and seasoned BridgeClimbers alike. Climbers will not only explore the most challenging climbing route
coupled with a wealth of knowledge on Sydney’s history from BridgeClimb’s expert Climb Leaders, but also
earn official bragging rights of conquering the full scale of the globally famous icon!
Quick Climb Facts:
• 3.5 hours long
• Max. 14 people per Climb group
• 1,621 steps
• This Climb route takes you along both the upper and lower arches on a journey to the North-side of the
Bridge
• Reaches the Summit…twice
• The most adventurous Climb yet
• Includes bragging rights of conquering the entire Bridge!

TIME OF DAY DESCRIPTIONS
Dawn

This Climb departs before daybreak with limited departures throughout the year. Witness the sun
break through on the horizon as the city comes to life.

Day

There are so many spectacular views throughout the day from morning to late afternoon (after
“dawn” and before “twilight”), exposing the hum and buzz of the city in full swing.

Twilight

Climb as the day closes and the night begins. Take in the magic of Twilight and get the best of
both worlds as you soak up the sunset while the moon takes its nightshift.

Night

This Climb departs after the sun has set (after “twilight”), introducing the illumination of Sydney
at night as it sparkles under a blanket of darkness.

TIME OF DAY USE WITH PRODUCT NAME
•

Summit at Dawn

•

Summit by Day

•

Summit at Twilight

•

Summit at Night

•

Summit Insider by Day

•

Summit Insider at Twilight

•

Summit Insider at Night

Summit Insider at Dawn

